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We are concerned with the duality of the Hardy subspaces of function spaces
which behave like L1 in the sense that the Riesz projection is unbounded. It is
shown that the theorem of Fefferman which describes the dual of H 1 as being the
space of balayages of Carleson measures extends most naturally to a class of func-
tion spaces that was introduced by Lorentz.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main result which we give here generalises a theorem of Fefferman
that characterises the functions of bounded mean oscillation as being
balayages of Carleson measures (see [9, p. 272]). This particular descrip-
tion of the dual of the Hardy space H1 has received a number of very
different treatments from a variety of authors [5, 10, 13]. The previous
work concerned with generalisations of this theorem [2, 11, 21] has treated
only the case of nonconvex Hardy spaces. Here we are able to extend
Fefferman’s theorem to an important class of Banach spaces in a manner
which sheds light upon the original result at the level of the function norm
itself.
On an historical note, the theorem has often been accredited to Carleson
who gave a procedure for obtaining the representation constructively [5].
However, we shall be taking the functional analytic approach of Koosis
and consequently we prove a duality theorem. In turn our result com-
plements the duality theorem given by Stro mberg [23] (expressed in terms
of the sharp maximal function), thereby providing the analogue of the
original representation theorem. Koosis described the original theorem
as being curious [13]. One possible reason for this curiosity which we
encounter here is that in order to carry the result over onto the convex side
we seem forced to make use of the 4-space structure of L1.
One of the fundamental complications of the theory of Hardy spaces is
the fact that the space H 1 behaves differently from Hp for p>1, and for
ourselves this will be where the interest lies. Working with spaces over the
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unit circle it is well known that the uncomplemented nature of the analytic
subspace H1 arises from the unboundedness of the harmonic conjugation
operator on L1. We follow Stro mberg in passing to the realm of Orlicz
spaces where there exists an abundance of function spaces which exhibit
behaviour similar to that of L1. The duality of the analytic part of a
separable Orlicz function space differs from that of the space itself precisely
when the conjugation operator is unbounded. In turn, the boundedness of
this operator has been completely characterised within the larger class of
all rearrangement-invariant Banach function spaces by Boyd. We conse-
quently restrict attention to spaces having upper Boyd index equal to
onebeing the only relevant case. The theorem of Fefferman which states
that the dual of H1 is bmo has been generalised to this class of spaces by
Stro mberg [23]. Meanwhile on the nonconvex side, another generalisation
of this theorem was achieved by Janson [11]. Although both of these
duality theorems are formulated in terms of the mean oscillation of func-
tions they are in fact quite different in nature and Janson commented that
it seemed obscure how to treat the two cases simultaneously. In 1985 Smith
[21] used techniques developed by Garnett and Jones [10] to prove that
Janson’s space bmo(\) [11, 12, 20] (being the dual of H , where ,&1(t)=
t\(1t)) consists precisely of the balayages of \-Carleson measures. Smith
made a regularity assumption on the growth function \ in order to obtain
his representation theorem. In [2] (final remark) it is observed that this
restriction can be removed, thereby describing the dual of still more non-
convex Hardy spaces as comprising the balayages of a class of measures.
In this paper we obtain a theorem for spaces on the convex side.
However, the result which we give does not encompass all of the spaces
which satisfy Boyd’s upper condition. We find it necessary to specialise to
the subclass of spaces for which Lorentz’s [17] 4Orlicz coincidence
occurs. Lorentz concluded his examination of this class of spaces with a
calculation demonstrating that the Young’s functions in question satisfy the
22-condition [17] (see also the final theorem of [18] and the remarks
which are made there). In Section 2 we show that in fact the lower Boyd
index of these spaces is equal to one. In the main, restricting attention to
the 4Orlicz class serves to eliminate pathological spaces whilst retaining
natural examples such as the Zygmund spaces. However, by making this
specialisation, even staying amongst the natural examples, we incur the loss
of a small zone of spaces that is relatively distant from L1. By way of a
postscript, the position of the 4Orlicz class within the scale of all Orlicz
spaces is marked with greater precision in an appendix. A scale of condi-
tions is inserted between the conditions of Boyd and Lorentz in order to
assess their relative strength more accurately.
Section 3 begins with a very brief outline of harmonic analysis with
Banach function space norms. In order to facilitate the proof of the duality
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theorem we derive a variant of the BurkholderGundySilverstein theorem
in this setting. The results of this section are stated in the language of the
more general rearrangement-invariant spaces for two reasons. First, there is
a degree of clarification to be obtained by freeing oneself of the coincidence
peculiar to Orlicz spaces that absolutely continuous norm is equivalent to
nonzero lower Boyd index. Second, it is techniques from the theory of r.i.
spaces that are used in order to obtain the desired maximal inequality.
Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the duality theorem stated below. In
a theorem of this type the more difficult half is the represention of an
arbitrary linear functional as the balayage of an appropriate measure (in
contrast to the problem of demonstrating that all bmo functions define
linear functionals on H1). The ‘‘generalised radiality’’ which we introduce
here means that greater control is exerted over the representing measure
than might otherwise be expected. Such radiality is intimately connected to
the resonance description of Lorentz M-space.
Finally, in Section 5 we use a little atomic theory in order to connect our
duality theorem with that of Stro mberg directly.
1.1. New Theorem
Let 8 and 9 denote a pair of complementary Young’s functions and let
80(t) :=t9&1(1t) denote the fundamental function of the Orlicz space L8 .
The Young’s function 8 is said to be of class (4) if it is finite and has the
property that the norm of the 4-space generated by 80 over a finite non-
atomic measure space is equivalent to the norm of L8 there.
We say that a real Borel measure + defined on the closed unit disc B
belongs to the class X9 if there exists a constant C such that for all
Borel subsets E of the unit circle T we have |+|(E )C80(*(E)), where
E =[rei% : 0r1, ei% # E] and d*=d%2?. The space X9 is realised as a
Banach space by setting &+&9 equal to the least constant for which the
inequality is satisfied.
Theorem 1. Let 8 be a Young’s function of class (4). If + # X9 then
L+( f ) :=limr  1 B f (rz) d+(z) defines a continuous linear functional on
Re H 80 which satisfies &L+&C1 &+&9. Conversely, if L # (Re H 80 )* then
there exists a measure + # X9 such that L=L+ with &+&9C2 &L&. The
constants C1 , C2 depend only upon 8.
If + is a Borel measure defined on the disc B whose restriction to the unit
circle is absolutely continuous w.r.t. * then the balayage of + is the unique
function S+ # L1(T) having the property that for all functions u which are
continuous on B and harmonic in its interior we have
|
B
u d+=|
T
uS+ d*. (1.1)
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In terms of this function, Theorem 1 states that the continuous linear
functionals on the space Re H 80 are precisely the balayages of the measures
belonging to the class X9, with the pairing f [ limr  1 T frS+ d*.
2. FUNCTION SPACE THEORY
We begin by outlining briefly some facts about the particular Banach
function spaces which we shall be using. For further details an excellent
account of this material is to be found in [1]. We assume throughout that
the underlying measure space (X, +) is finite and nonatomicall of the
function spaces which occur in the sequel are defined over the unit circle
(T, *). With this assumption made, the embedding properties of an Orlicz
space are completely determined by the behaviour of the Young’s function
for large values of x.
A Young’s function 8 gives rise to a function norm f [
inf[1t : X 8(t | f | ) d+1] which in turn generates a Banach function space
that is denoted L8 and referred to as the Orlicz space in the Luxemburg
norm. If 9 denotes the Young’s function complementary to 8 then the
function space associate to L9 is denoted L8 and referred to as the Orlicz
space in the Orlicz norm, being L8 in an equivalent function norm.
Simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness of maxi-
mal functions and singular integrals on a rearrangement-invariant Banach
function space are provided by the Boyd indices of the space. In the case
of the Orlicz spaces these indices (being independent of any particular
choice of norm) may be calculated from relatively simple formulae for they
coincide with the so-called MatuzewskaOrlicz indices: setting g8(t)=
lim sups  (8&1(s)8&1(st)) the upper and lower Boyd indices of the Orlicz
space are given respectively as [1, pp. 277280]
: 8= lim
t  
log g8(t)
log t
, :
 8
=lim
t  0
log g8(t)
log t
. (2.1)
The Boyd indices : E , : E
of a rearrangement-invariant Banach function
space E satisfy 0:
 E
: E 1 and if E$ denotes the space associated to E
then we have : E$=1&: E
. The HardyLittlewood maximal operator is
bounded on an r.i. space E defined over (T, *) if and only if : E<1 whilst
the conjugation operator is bounded on E if and only if 0<:
 E
: E <1
(this latter fact follows from [1, pp. 163165] or from [7]; note, however,
that for the sufficiency no separability assumption is necessary). For the
Orlicz spaces, Boyd’s lower condition :
 8
>0 is equivalent to the 22 -condi-
tion which requires that there exist a constant C such that 8(2x)C8(x)
for sufficiently large x. The upper condition : 8<1 is equivalent to the
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existence of a constant K>1 such that 8(Kx)2K8(x) for sufficiently
large x. These equivalences follow easily from (2.1). It is well known that
8 satisfies the 22-condition if and only if the space L8 has absolutely con-
tinuous norma notion from the theory of r.i. spaces which characterises
separablity, the continuity of translation, the norm convergence of Feje r
series, and many other properties.
The Lorentz 4- and M-spaces arise by making a choice of the funda-
mental function. For the former class this choice must be concave and
consequently it is convenient for us to work with the Orlicz norm. This
is because the fundamental function of L8 is the concave function
80(t) :=t9&1(1t) whilst the fundamental function of the Orlicz space in
the Luxemburg norm (being the function t90(t)=18&1(1t)) is in
general only quasi-concave. Assuming that 8 is finite (we disregard the loss
of spaces which are equivalent to L) the function 80 is an increasing
absolutely continuous function on the interval [0, +(X )]. Let us denote by
48 the Lorentz 4-space which arises by choosing 80 as fundamental func-
tion. This is the rearrangement-invariant Banach function space generated
by the function norm,
& f & :=|
+(X )
0
f *(t) 8$0(t) dt=|

0
80 ( +f (t)) dt, (2.2)
where f * and +f denote the decreasing (i.e., nonincreasing right-con-
tinuous) rearrangement and the distribution function of f, respectively. It is
easily seen that all such function spaces have absolutely continuous norm
and that the fundamental function of 48 is 80. If E is any other r.i. space
having fundamental function 80 then, in fact, 48E and this embedding
has norm 1. Another construction of Lorentz, the M-space, provides the
uniquely largest r.i. space having a specified fundamental function (any
other r.i. space having the same fundamental function embeds into the
M-space with norm 1). If * is an arbitrary quasi-concave function on the
interval [0, +(X )] the corresponding Lorentz M-space over (X, +) is the
Banach function space generated by the function norm,
& f & := sup
0<t+(X )
f **(t) *(t), (2.3)
where f ** denotes the HardyLittlewoodPo lya maximal function,
f **(t)=(1t) t0 f *(s) ds. Since the underlying measure space is strongly
resonant f **(t) is the maximal average of | f | taken over all subsets of
measure t. Let us fix notation by writing M9 for the M-space generated by
19&1(1t), the fundamental function of L9. It follows from the embedding
properties that M9 is the associate of 48 and in fact M9 is the dual of
48 because the latter space has absolutely continuous norm. Note that
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a function f belongs to M9 if and only if there exists a constant C such that
E | f | d+C80(+(E )) for all measurable subsets E and that in such an
event the best constant is the norm of f in M9. We are concerned with
spaces which are L1-like in the sense that the conjugation operator is
unbounded, that is, spaces satisfying : 8=1. Only the very mild assumption
:
 8
>0 is required in order to be able to relax the condition for membership
of the dual space M9 slightly. For if :
 8
>0 it follows from the doubling
property of 8 that
f # M9 if and only if f *(t)C9&1(1t) (2.4)
with the best constant equivalent to the norm of f in M9. To prove this
observe that the function g(t) :=(t8&1(1t))&1 is equivalent to 9 &1(1t),
is decreasing (by the convexity of 8), and satisfies g(tK)(K2) g(t) for
some K>1 with t sufficiently small. A straightforward summation argu-
ment then yields (1t) t0 g(s) dsC8 g(t) from which the assertion follows.
2.1 The Coincidence of the Orlicz and 4-Classes
An Orlicz space L8 contains the 4-space 48 generated by its fundamen-
tal function. It therefore becomes natural to ask what the cases of equality
are. Indeed, the space 48 is the only 4-space whose norm may be equiv-
alent to that of L8. A complete solution to this problem of equivalence was
provided by Lorentz [17] who gave the following characterisation (which
is expressed in terms of the complementary Young’s function):
L8=48 if and only if there exists $>0: |

9&1(1+(X ))
9($x)
9(x)2
d9(x)<.
(2.5)
Throughout this section we shall assume that both 8 and 9 are finite. For
spaces which are equivalent to L1 the coincidence occurs simply because
(over a finite measure space) such function spaces are characterised by the
equivalence of their fundamental functions with the identity function. In
general, the spaces for which the coincidence occurs turn out to be ‘‘near’’
L1 in some sense to be made precise. Further, all of the natural examples
of spaces which should be considered as being near L1, such as L(log(n)L):,
n1, 0<:< (where log(n)#log log } } } log (n times)), do indeed exhibit
the 4Orlicz coincidence. There are, however, certain Orlicz spaces satis-
fying : 8=1 for which L8 * 48 . As a rough guide, a first approximation to
the truth of this matter is that the spaces satisfying L8=48 are those for
which 8 does not possess different upper and lower behaviour and for
which there exists a $>0 such that L9 is contained by the Orlicz space
generated by 9$(x) :=(log x)$ log x (xx0). However, it should be pointed
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out that in reality this situation is extremely complicated. Even Lorentz
resorted to concluding [17] with the words ‘‘9 is rapidly increasing’’ and
‘‘the spaces are fairly close to L1.’’ A more detailed examination of the dif-
ference in strength between the conditions : 8=1 and L8=48 is
postponed to Appendix A. At this point we shall only go so far as to prove
that the latter condition is the stronger of the two and to remark that none
of the central examples of spaces exhibiting L1-like behaviour are lost by
specialising to this class.
We are able to give here an elementary proof of Lorentz’s result by
solving the equivalent associate problem of the MOrlicz coincidence. Note
that (2.5) and (2.6) are seen to be equivalent by making the change of
variable x=9 &1(1t).
Proposition 2.1. The spaces L8 and 48 coincide over (X, +) if and only
if
_ $>0: |
+(X )
0
9($9&1(1t)) dt<. (2.6)
Proof. Suppose first that +(X )0 9($9
&1(1t)) dt<. Choose f # M 9
and let c=& f &M 9 . Then for 0<t+(X ) we have f *(t)f **(t)
c9&1(1t); therefore,
|
X
9 \$ | f |c + d+=|
+(X )
0
9 \$f *(t)c + dt|
+(X )
0
9($9&1(1t)) dt<.
Consequently there exists ’>0: X 9(’ | f | ) d+1 which implies that
f # L9, & f &L91’. Therefore, M9L9; but then M9=L9 and, by
taking associates, L8=48 .
Conversely, suppose that L8=48 . Then since the norm of L8 is equiv-
alent to the norm of 48 , which in turn is absolutely continuous, we must
have that 8 # 22 . There exists a measurable transform of (X, +) onto
(0, +(X )) and consequently we may choose a measurable function f on X
for which f *(t)=9 &1(1t). Since 8 # 22 we have by (2.4) that f # M 9;
hence, the Luxemburg norm of f in L9 is finite because L8=48. There-
fore, there exists $>0 such that X 9($ | f | ) d+< which implies that
 +(X )0 9($9
&1(1t)) dt<. K
It is possible to give conditions equivalent to (2.5) which are more con-
venient to apply. For example, the ‘‘borderline case’’ 9$(x) :=(log x)$ log x
(xx0) follows immediately from
L8=48 if and only if there exist x0 , K< : |

x0
9(ex)
9(Kex)
dx<. (2.7)
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To see this let a=+(X ), 9(x)=x0 (u) du. By Fubini’s theorem we have that
|
a
0
9($9&1(1t)) dt=|
a
0
|
$9&1(1t)
0
(u) du dt
=a9($9&1(1a))+|

$9&1(1a)
(u)
9(u$)
du (2.8)
and, using the inequalities (x2) (x2)9(x)x(x), we then obtain the
characterisation
L8=48 if and only if there exist x0 , K< : |

x0
1
x
9(x)
9(Kx)
dx<
(2.7)$
which is equivalent to (2.7) upon changing variables.
To conclude this section we demonstrate that the class of spaces which
we shall be working with are indeed near L1.
Proposition 2.2. If the spaces L8 and 48 coincide over (X, +) then
:
 8
=1.
Proof. If L8=48 then by (2.6) there exists $>0: +(X )0 9($9
&1(1t)) dt
<. Since the integrand is finite, nonnegative, and decreasing on (0, +(X )]
it follows that =9($9&1(1=))=0 9($9
&1(1t)) dt and that, therefore,
s&19($(9 &1(s))  0 as s  . This gives us that for all ’>0
lim sups  (9 &1(s)9 &1(’s))$&1 and, hence, that g9 (t)$&1 for all
0<t<, which implies that : 9 =0 and consequently : 8
=1. K
3. HARDY SPACES
3.1 Spaces with Rearrangement-Invariant Norms
Theories of harmonic analysis, and in particular Hardy spaces, which use
norms more general than those of the Lebesgue Lp spaces have a long
history [19, 3, 14, 15, 7, 8, 16, 23, 20, 11, 12, 21, 1, 2]. Although we are
concerned here with spaces which behave like L1 under the action of maxi-
mal operators and singular integrals there would be nothing to gain by
restricting the remarks which follow to that setting. Furthermore, we state
the most basic results here in the greater generality of r.i. spaces so as to
avoid confusion between reflexivity and the boundedness of the conjuga-
tion operator. The first result obtained in this area was due to Ryan [19]
who proved that the conjugation operator is bounded on an Orlicz space
L8(T, *) if and only if the space is reflexive. This happens because each of
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the properties of having either absolutely continuous norm or nonzero
lower Boyd index is equivalent to the condition 8 # 22 . For general
rearrangement-invariant spaces neither of these two properties implies the
other and there exist irreflexive spaces such as Lp, 1, Lp, , 1< p<, upon
which the conjugation operator is bounded.
If E is a rearrangement-invariant Banach function space over (T, *) in
the sense of Bennett and Sharpley then the corresponding Hardy space of
analytic functions (over the open unit disc D) is defined as
HE (D) :=[ f : D  C analytic : & f &H E= sup
0r<1
& fr &E<],
where fr(%)=f (rei%). See [16], but note that here we define the Hardy
space on the boundary to be HE (T ) :=[ f # E : f (n)=0 \ n<0] rather
than as the closure of the polynomials. If hE (D) denotes the space of har-
monic functions that is defined by the same growth condition as HE (D)
and if Pf denotes the Poisson integral of the function f then the operator
P is an isometry of E into hE (D). It is straightforward to show that P has
norm at most one; we use the norming property of E$ as a subspace of the
dual of E (the LorentzLuxemburg theorem), Fubini’s theorem, and the
rearrangement-invariance of the norm. That P is actually an isometry is
easily deduced from the almost everywhere radial convergence of Pf to f
and the Fatou property of E. For all spaces E, other than those which are
L1 in an equivalent norm, the operator P also maps E onto hE (D). This
is a consequence of the weak*-compactness of the unit ball of E over the
continuous functions. It follows from the Riesz and Riesz theorem, com-
bined with the Fatou property, that for all rearrangement-invariant spaces
E the operator P is an isometry of HE (T ) onto H E (D).
The property of having absolutely continuous norm is equivalent to the
density of the continuous functions and also to the continuity of translation
in E [1]. By an elementary convolution argument it follows that this
property is also equivalent to the norm convergence of Poisson integrals
to their boundary functions: (Pf )r  f in E as r  1 \ f # E (and similarly
the property is equivalent to the norm convergence of Feje r series
throughout E ). The space HE (T ), as we have defined it here, coincides
with the closure of the polynomials if and only if E has an absolutely con-
tinuous norm. The sufficiency of this condition follows immediately from
the norm convergence of Feje r series. For the necessity we use the fact that
a function f # L1(T ) which satisfies log | f | # L1(T ) is equimodular with an
H1 function.
It is extremely well known the duality of the Hardy space H1 is most
natually described by real analysis [6]. In the same vein it will be more
convenient in Section 4 for us to consider the equivalent problem of
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describing the dual of the real part space Re H E0 . Over the unit disc Re H
E
0
is the (real) space of real parts of functions g # H E (D) which satisfy
g(0)=0, equipped with the norm & f &Re H 0E , where f =Re g. The corre-
sponding space of boundary values, denoted Re H E0 (T ), consists of the
real-valued elements of E which have mean zero and conjugate function
also belonging to E. If 0<:
 E
: E<1 then this space is merely Re E0 in
an equivalent norm (no separability assumption is necessary to deduce this
fact). However, for spaces which possess an extremal Boyd index, such as
those which we consider here, the class Re H E0 is more restrictive and its
norm is not equivalent to that inherited from E.
3.2. The BurkholderGundySilverstein Theorem
In order to prove Theorem 1 the most significant property of the Hardy
spaces in question that we shall need to employ is their maximal function
characterisation. Specifically, we require a version of the following well-
known equivalence in the more general Orlicz space setting,
c &g+&1& g&Re H 10c$ & g
+&1 \ g # Re H 10(D). (3.1)
Here c and c$ are purely numerical constants satisfying 0<c<c$< and
g+ denotes the radial maximal function of g. That the left-hand inequality
holds is a classical theorem of Hardy and Littlewood. The right-hand
inequality is equivalent to the strengthened form of the Burkholder
GundySilverstein theorem due to Fefferman and Stein.
The first of these two inequalities is valid in an arbitrary rearrangement-
invariant Banach function space: Let N: denote the nontangential maximal
operator that is defined as N: f (%) :=sup[ | f (z)| : z # ei%0:], where 0: is
the Stoltz domain with aperture 2 sin&1 :. By modifying the argument of
[1, (v 10.2)] it can be shown that for each :<1 there exists a constant
C:< such that
N:(Pf )OC: f \ f # H 1(T ). (3.2)
The HardyLittlewoodPo lya relation, f Og, indicates that f **g**,
which in turn implies that & f &E& g&E in all rearrangement-invariant
spaces E. From (3.2) it follows that the inequality c1 & g+&E& g&Re H 0E
\ g # Re H E0 (D) holds for a constant c1>0 that is also independent of E.
In their original paper, Burkholder, Gundy, and Silverstein worked with
quantities closely related to Orlicz norms.
Theorem 3.1 (see [4, Theorem 2$, p. 150]). Let , be a finite non-
negative function on R+ for which there exists a constant c< such that
,(2x)c,(x) \ x0 and for which the function 8(x) :=x0 ,( y) dy satisfies
0<8(1)<. Then for each :<1 there exists a constant C=C(,, :)<
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such that if u is a real harmonic function on D and u~ denotes the har-
monic conjugate of u which is zero at the origin then T 8(N: u~ ) d*
C T 8(N:u) d*.
It can be deduced from Theorem 3.1 that for each Young’s function
8 # 22 and for each :<1 there exists a constant C$< such that if u is
a real harmonic function on D then
&N: u~ &L8C $ &N:u&L8 (3.3)
Of course, version (3.3) of the BurkholderGundySilverstein theorem (for
Orlicz spaces which satisfy :
 8
>0) is only of significance in the case : 8=1.
If : 8<1, (3.3) follows from (3.2) and the boundedness of the conjugation
operator.
In order to complete the generalisation of (3.1) and obtain the
inequalities
c8 & g+&L8& g&Re H08c$8 & g
+&L8 \ g # Re H
8
0 (D) (8 # 22) (3.1)$
it remains only to extend Fefferman and Stein’s improvement of (3.3) to
the same class of spaces. An important ingredient in this extension is the
following inequality involving the HardyLittlewood maximal operator M
on the unit circle.
Proposition 3.2 (cf. [9, (III 3.6)]). There exists a constant C:<
such that if the function u is harmonic in the disc D then N: |u| 12
C: M(( |u| 12)+).
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is a geometrical argument which exploits a
quasi-subharmonic property possessed by the function |u| 12 (by a theorem
of Hardy and Littlewood). The geometry is trickier for the disc than for
the upper half-plane but the details carry across. Finally, the desired
equivalence (3.1)$ is a consequence of (3.3) and the following maximal
inequality.
Proposition 3.3. There exists a constant K:< such that if E is a
rearrangement-invariant Banach function space over (T, *) and u is an har-
monic function in the disc D for which u+ belongs to E then we have N:u # E
with &N:u&EK: &u+&E .
Proof. Let w=|u| 12 so that w+ belongs to L2(T ). Arguing as at
[1, (III 3.8)] there exist constants C1>0, C2< such that for all f
belonging to L1(T) the equivalence
C1 f **(Mf )*C2 f ** (3.4)
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holds. Applying (3.4) and Proposition 3.2 gives
(N:u)*=((N:w)2)*=((N: w)*)2C2:((Mw
+)*)2C 2:C
2
2((w
+)**)2.
It also follows from (3.4) that the HardyLittlewoodPo lya maximal
operator satisfies & f **&2C & f &2 \ f # L2[0, 1]. Applying this operator
to (w+)* /(0, t) for each t # (0, 1], we obtain
t(N:u)** (t)=|
t
0
(N:u)* (s) dsC2: C
2
2 |
t
0
((w+)** (s))2 ds
K: |
t
0
((w+)* (s))2 ds=K: |
t
0
(u+)* (s) ds.
Therefore N: uOK:u+, from which the result follows. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The version of Fefferman’s theorem given by Koosis [13, pp. 333347]
describes the dual of Re H 10 as being the space of balayages of radially
bounded measures. The proof of this result is heavily reliant upon techni-
ques from functional analysis.
A Borel measure + on the disc B is said to be radially bounded if its total
variation over a sector is controlled by the aperture of that sector. Here we
use resonance in order to realise the space of all such measures as being a
particular example of a Lorentz M-space over the unit circle continued
radially into the disc. We give a distribution function argument to show
that measures of this type define linear functionals on Hardy spaces more
generally. After this we turn to establish the converse half of Theorem 1,
that for the spaces which we consider here all of the linear functionals on
Re H 80 (D) arise in this manner. A particularly important step taken is the
construction of a measure with the correct radial behaviour which is
approximately a support functional for a given element f of the Hardy
space. The method that we introduce here is to redistribute the derivative
of the fundamental function of L8 so that it resonates with the radial maxi-
mal function of f and then to form the required measure by transferring
this function onto arcs positioned within the disc near the radial suprema
of f. Theorem 1 straddles the duality theorems of Smith, Janson, and
Stro mberg (which have only the space H1 in common) in the sense that
our spaces are on the convex side but the linear functionals are given as the
balayages of a class of measures.
We begin with some terminology and notation. A Young’s function 8 is
said to be of class (4) if the complementary Young’s function 9 satisfies
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(2.6). If 8 is of class (4) then there are three equivalent norms which we
might consider on each of the Orlicz spaces (over (T, *)) generated by 8
and 9 : the Luxemburg norm, the Orlicz norm, and the Lorentz space
norms of 48 and M 9. It is convenient to work with the Lorentz space
norms which henceforth we denote by & } &8 and & } &9. Thus the value of
the function norm & } &8 at the measurable function f is given as
10 f *(t) 8$0(t) dt, or less commonly as 

0 80 (*f (t)) dt. We normalise the
a.e. derivative of 80 to be decreasing, nonnegative, and right-continuous by
taking the right-hand derivative. Finally, if f belongs to Re H 80 (D) then the
norm of f in this space equals sup0r<1 & gr&8 , where f =Re g.
In order to treat convex spaces over the unit circle (T, *) which are
smaller than L1 it becomes necessary for us to introduce the following
‘‘generalised radiality’’:
If E  B then we define E := [rei% : 0  r  1, _ 0 < s  1: sei% # E] and
ET :=E & T=[ei% : _ 0<s1: sei% # E]. The relations ET=(E )T , (ET)7=E
are satisfied and if U is an open subset of B then U "[0] and UT are open
subsets of B and T, respectively. It is clear that if E is a Borel subset of the
circle then E is a Borel subset of the disc and it becomes useful to think of
such subsets as being generalised sectors.
Definition 4.1. If 8 is a Young’s function of class (4) and + is a real
Borel measure on the disc B then + is said to belong to the class X9 if there
exists a constant C< such that for all Borel subsets E of the unit circle
T we have
| +| (E )C80 (*(E )) (4.1)
and in such an event we set &+&9 equal to the least constant that will serve
the inequality.
If L8 is equivalent to L1 then X9 is the space of radially bounded
measures. Otherwise, if L8 % L1, the space that would be obtained by
requiring that (4.1) hold only for intervals is strictly larger than X 9 (see
Appendix B). It is straightforward to check that (X9, & } &9) is a Banach
space. If + is a Borel measure on B let us denote the restrictions of + to the
unit circle and to the open disc by +T and +D . Then if + belongs to X9 the
measure +T is absolutely continuous w.r.t. * and its density function f
belongs to L9 (T), satisfying & f &9=&+T&9. In general, if + is such that
the restriction +T is absolutely continuous then the balayage of +
(sometimes anglicised as the ‘‘sweep’’) is given as S+ :=f++g+ , where
d+T=f+ d* and g+ is the L1 function, defined almost everywhere, by
g+(%) :=D Pr(%&:) d+D(re
i:), where Pr denotes the Poisson kernel. It
follows from Fubini’s theorem that Eq. (1.1) is satisfied. Equation (1.1) also
ensures that the balayage is uniquely determined because it demands that
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the Fourier coefficients be given as (S+)7 (n)=B r
|n|e&in% d+(rei%). Note
that as a bounded linear operator from X9 to L1(T) S has an extremely
large kernel.
Before we demonstrate that the balayages of measures belonging to the
class X9 define linear functionals on Re H 80 (D), we require a lemma which
ensures convergence.
Lemma 4.2. If E is an r.i. space over (T, *) having absolutely continuous
norm and the function F # L1(T ) has the property that there exists a constant
C< such that
} |T frF d* }C & f &Re H0E \f # Re H E0 (D) \r<1, (4.2)
then the mapping f [ limr  1 T frF d* defines a continuous linear functional
on Re H E0 (D).
Proof. It suffices to show that as r  1 the integrals in question are
Cauchy. Since Poisson integrals converge in the norm of E it follows from
(4.2) that there exists an r0<1 such that if r0<r1<r2<1 then
|T ( fr2&fr1) F d*|C= from which we obtain the desired conclusion. K
Proposition 4.3. If 8 is a Young’s function of class (4), + # X9 and
g # C(B) then
} |B g d+ }&g+&8 &+&9. (4.3)
Proof. For 0t< let Ut=[z # B : | g(z)|>t], in which case (Ut)T is
an open subset of T. If % belongs to (Ut)T then there exists an s<1 such
that | g(sei%)|>t and, therefore, (Ut)T [% # T : g+(%)>t]. We then have
that
| +| (Ut)| +| (((Ut)T)7)& +&9 80 (*((Ut)T))
& +&9 80(*([% # T: g+(%)>t]))
from which we obtain that
} |B g d+ }|B | g| d | +|=|

0
| +| (Ut) dt
& +&9 |

0
80 (*([% # T : g+(%)>t])) dt=& g+&8 & +&9. K
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The first half of Theorem 1 now follows in a straightforward manner. If
8 is a Young’s function of class (4) and + belongs to X9 then for each
f # Re H 80 (D) and for each r<1 we have
} |T frS+ d* }= } |B f (rz) d+(z)}&+&9 & f (r })+&8& + &9 & f +&8
which by (3.1)$ is less than or equal to C1 & f &Re H 08 & +&
9, where the
constant C1 depends only upon 8. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, L+( f ) :=
limr  1 T frS+ d* defines a continuous linear functional on Re H 80 (D)
satisfying &L+&C1 &+&9. K
Remark 4.4. Classically, the dual of the space Re H E0 (D) is Re E$
+ Re E$
t
(with the same pairing as above, say for E having absolutely con-
tinuous norm and containing the Zygmund class eL). Therefore the
balayage of a measure + # X9 belongs to Lp for every p<. It was
remarked previously that when L8 % L1 a measure + which satisfies (4.1)
for all sectors I does not necessarily satisfy such an inequality for the more
general radial sets E . Even if we assume the converse half of Theorem 1
momentarily, the issue of whether or not the introduction of generalised
sectors was strictly necessary remains unsettled by that remark. However,
it can be shown that the introduction of these sets is indeed necessaryfor
each p>1 it is possible to construct an integrable function f on the unit
circle for which I | f | d*C80(*(I )) for all intervals I but such that
f  L p(T ) (see Appendix B).
We now turn to the problem of representing an arbitrary linear func-
tional on Re H 80 (D) as the balayage of an appropriate measure + belonging
to X9.
Lemma 4.5. Let 8 be a Young’s function of class (4), f # Re H 80 (D) and
=>0. Then there exists a measure + # X9 such that &+&9 1 and
L+( f )>& f +&8&=.
Proof. We first approximate f + by the maximal function of a uniformly
continuous function : By (3.1)$ f + belongs to L8 and, therefore, by the
Fatou property & f (r })+&8Z& f +&8 as r  1. Choose an R<1 such that fR
(defined on the disc B) satisfies & f +R &8>& f
+&8&=. Choose also a $>0
such that if |z1&z2 |$ then | fR(z1)& fR(z2)|=, whence |%1&%2 |$
implies | f +R (%1)&f
+
R (%2)|=. Choose an integer N2?$
&1 and partition
T as (%0 , %1] _ (%1 , %2] _ } } } _ (%N&1 , %N], where %n=2?nN. For each
1nN take rn>0 and =n # [&1, 1] such that f +R (%n)=| f (Rrn e
i%n)|=
=n f (Rrn ei%n). Define the function h(%) :=[=n f (Rrnei%) if % # (%n&1 , %n]]
which approximates f +R on the unit circle: | f
+
R &h|2=. By appealing to
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the strong resonance of (T, *) there exists a nonnegative function k defined
on T which is equimeasurable with 8$0 and which satisfies
|
T
kf +R d*=|
1
0
k*(t)( f +R )* (t) dt=& f +R &8 .
Now define a real Borel measure + on B as follows: For 1nN let
An=[Rrnei% : %n&1<%%n]. Define a measure +n supported on the arc An
by d+n(Rrn ei%)==nk(%) d*(%) and let +=Nn=1 +n . Then if E is a Borel sub-
set of the unit circle we have
| +|(E )= :
N
n=1
| +n |(E & An)=|
E
k d*|
1
0
k*(t)(/E)* (t) dt
=|
*(E )
0
8$0(t) dt=80 (*(E))
and therefore + belongs to X9 with & +&9 1. Furthermore, since f (r } )  f
uniformly on the support of + as r  1 it follows that
L+( f )=lim
r  1 |B fr d+=|B f d+
= :
N
n=1
|
(%n&1 , %n]
=n f (Rrn ei%) k(%) d*(%)=|
T
hk d*.
We therefore have that
|L+( f )&& f +R &8 |= } |T (h&f +R )k d* }C=,
where the constant C depends only upon 8 and, consequently, L+( f )>
& f +&8&(1+C ) =. K
Before completing the proof of Theorem 1 we need to observe that the
unit ball of X9 is closed in the weak*-topology induced by the continuous
functions upon the space of all real Borel measures M(B) (disregarding
behaviour at the origin).
Lemma 4.6. If 8 is a Young’s function of class (4) and (+n)n1 is a
sequence of measures for which & +n&9C \n and +n  + weak* (_(M(B),
C(B))) as n   then the measure + satisfies | +| (E "[0])C80 (*(E)) for
all Borel subsets E of the unit circle.
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Proof. Approximate E by a larger open set U and let V=U "[0]. Take
a continuous function f # C(B) for which | f |/V and V f d+ approximates
| +| (V). The weak* convergence then gives us that | +| (E "[0])
C80(*(E )+=)+= and the lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. For the converse half suppose that
L # (Re H 80 (D))* and for each K>0 let SK (Re H
8
0 (D))* be defined by
SK :=[L+ : + # X9, &+&9 K &L&]. Let SK denote the closure of SK in the
weak*-topology relative to Re H 80 (D) and suppose that for some K the
functional L does not belong to SK . Then by the HahnBanach theorem
and the symmetry of SK there exists a function f1 # Re H 80 (D) for which
|L+( f1)|<L( f1) whenever + # X9 satisfies & +&9 K &L&. Scale the func-
tion f1 by putting f = f1 L( f1) so that L( f )=1 and &+&9K &L& implies
|L+( f )|<1. By Lemma 4.5, for each =>0 there exists a measure += # X 9
such that & +=&9 K &L& and for which L+=( f )K &L& (& f
+&8&=).
Therefore, K &L& & f+&81. By (3.1)$ there exists a constant C8<
(depending only upon 8) such that & f &Re H08C8 & f
+&8 and, conse-
quently, we have
1=L( f )&L& & f &Re H08C8 &L& & f
+&8C8K.
Therefore, by fixing any constant C2>C8 we have that L # SC2 .
Since the set SC2 is norm-bounded in the space (Re H
8
0 (D))* we may
choose a sequence of measures (+n)n1 satisfying &+n&9 C2 &L& such that
L+n converges weak* to L as n  . This sequence of measures is also
bounded in M(B), the space of all Borel measures over the disc B, and
therefore, by passing to a subsequence, we may assume that +n converges
in the weak*-topology over the continuous functions to some measure & as
n  . By Lemma 4.6 if we define +(F ) :=&(F"[0]) then + belongs to X9
and satisfies & +&9 C2 &L&.
We know from Section 3 that Feje r series converge in norm in the space
H8(T) and from this it follows that the real part space associated with the
disc algebra Re A0(D)=[(Re g)|D : g # C(B), analytic in D, g(0)=0] is
dense in Re H 80 (D). Let u # Re A0(D) and denote also by u the continuous
extension of this function to the closed disc. We then have
L(u)= lim
n  
L+n(u)= lim
n   \ limr  1 |B u(rz) d+n(z)+= limn   |B u(z) d+n(z)
=|
B
u(z) d&(z)=|
B
u(z) d+(z)=L+(u)
and, finally, it follows by density that L( f )=L+( f ) for all
f # Re H 80 (D). K
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5. THE SHARP MAXIMAL FUNCTION
In this section we examine the relationship between Theorem 1 and the
duality theorem given by Stro mberg [23]. If g belongs to L1(T) and I is
an interval we denote by gI the average value of g over I. The sharp maxi-
mal function of g is defined by g*(%) :=supI % %(1*(I )) I | g&gI | d*, where
the supremum is taken over all open intervals containing %. Thus the
function g* is lower semicontinuous and belongs to L if and only if
g # bmo. For Young’s functions 8 which satisfy : 8=1 and : 8
>0 we
obtain the following theorem by transferring Stro mberg’s result to the unit
circle.
Theorem 5.1 (see [23]). If g* # L9 then Lg( f ) :=limr  1 T frg d*
defines a continuous linear functional on Re H 80 (D) satisfying &Lg&
C1 &g*&L9 and conversely if L belongs to (Re H 80 (D))* then there exists a
function g # L1(T ) for which & g*&L9 C2 &L& and L=Lg . The constants
C1 and C2 depend only upon 8.
Combining 5.1 with Theorem 1 we obtain by duality the following
generalisation of Fefferman’s representation theorem.
Corollary 5.2. If 8 is a Young’s function of class (4) and g # L1(T )
then g* # L9 if and only if g is the balayage of a measure + # X9.
Next we show how to prove directly that the sharp maximal function of
the balayage of a measure + # X9 belongs to L9. For convex spaces matters
become complicated by the fact that the function 80(t)t is unbounded (in
all cases other than that which corresponds to the dual of H1).
A key ingredient in our argument is the well-known fact that the har-
monic conjugates of (1, )-atoms form a bounded subset of L1. That is to
say, there exists a constant K< such that if the function a : T  R has
mean zero and satisfies |a|/I*(I ) for some interval I then &a~ &1K. We
begin with a straightforward technical lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let F # L1(T) be real, I be an interval of T, and =>0. There
exists a continuous function a: T  R having mean zero which satisfies
|a|2/I and I aF d*>I |F&FI | d*&=.
Outline. We first approximate I by a smaller closed interval J ; then we
modify the function sign(F&FJ) to become continuous by applying Lusin’s
theorem and use the identity J (F&FJ) b d*=J F(b&bJ) d*. K
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Theorem 5.4. If 8 is a Young’s function of class (4) there exists a
constant C8< such that &(S+)*&9C8 & +&9 \+ # X 9.
Proof. For each t : 0t< set Ut=[% # T : (S+)* (%)>t] and let
(I#)# # 1 denote the collection of all open intervals of the unit circle upon
which the mean oscillation of S+ is greater than t, so that Ut=# # 1 I# . By
applying a covering lemma of Vitali-type (see, for example, [22]) we may
choose a finite sequence (Ii)ni=1 of pairwise disjoint intervals from the
collection 1 such that *(Ut)C1 ni=1 *(Ii), where C1>1 is a purely
numerical constant. Let =>0 and apply Lemma 5.3 to obtain a sequence of
continuous real functions ai supported on the intervals Ii which have
mean zero and satisfy |ai |2, Ii ai S+ d*>Ii |S+&(S+)Ii | d*&=n. Let
E=ni=1 Ii , a=
n
i=1 ai and denote also by a the continuous extension of
this function to the disc B that is harmonic in D. We claim that for some
constant C dependent only upon 8 we have &a+&8C80 (*(E)). Now it
is possible to develop a theory of ‘‘8-atoms’’ and consequently to show by
using standard techniques that &a~ i&8K80 (*(Ii)). However, for spaces
L8 which are smaller than L1 we can no longer control the sums
ni=1 80 (*(Ii)) by C80 (
n
i=1 *(Ii)) with C independent of n so as to obtain
&a~ &8C$ 80 (*(E)) and deduce the claim. Instead we interpolate the norm
of the radial maximal function of a as follows: By a maximum modulus
principle we have that &a+&2, and by (3.1), &a+&1c(&a&1+ &a~ &1)
for some purely numerical constant c. By applying the above remark con-
cerning (1, )-atoms we obtain that &a+&1c$*(E) for some numerical
constant c$2. Letting k=(1c$) 8&1 (1*(E)), it follows from the con-
vexity of 8 that
|
T
8(ka+) d*|
T
a+
c$
8(kc$ ) d*=
1
c$*(E ) |T a
+d*1 (5.1)
and, therefore, we have in the Luxemburg norm that &a+&L81k which
yields &a+&8C80 (*(E)) as required.
We then estimate
t*(E)=t :
n
i=1
*(Ii)< :
n
i=1
|
Ii
|S+&(S+)Ii | d*
<=+ :
n
i=1
|
Ii
aiS+ d*=|
B
a d++= (5.2)
and in turn B a d+&a+&8 &+&9 by Proposition 4.3. By combining with
the above we obtain that t*(E)C &+&9 80 (*(E))+= and, consequently,
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that tC &+&9 9&1(1*(E)). Therefore, *(Ut)C1 (9(tC &+&9))&1 from
which it follows that
((S+)*)* (s)C & +&9 9 &1(C1 s)CC1 &+&99&1(1s) for all 0<s1.
(5.3)
Finally, we obtain the desired conclusion that &(S+)*&9C8 &+&9, by
applying (2.4). K
Remarks. 1. For a measure + to belong to the class X9 its total varia-
tion must be suitably controlled over a much larger class of subsets than
is the case for Carleson measures. Consequently, to represent a function g
satisfying g* # L9 as the balayage of such a measure directly, without
appealing to duality or to the HahnBanach theorem, would require a con-
struction more elaborate than that given by Carleson [5].
2. Given a Young’s function 8 we may define a 8-atom to be a real
function a satisfying |a|/I80 (*(I )) for some interval IT and having
mean zero. As was remarked above it is possible to show that the harmonic
conjugates of such functions form a bounded subset of L8 (provided
8 # 22) and, therefore, the atomic space of l1-combinations of such func-
tions is embedded continuously within the space Re H 80 (T ). Standard
methods show that functions f for which I | f&fI | d*C80 (*(I )) for all
intervals I define continuous linear functionals on this atomic space (in the
limiting truncation sense). As a result we can use the function f of
Remark 4.4 to prove by duality that the atomic space is strictly smaller
than Re H 80 (T ). For if the two spaces were equal f would define a con-
tinuous linear functional on Re H 80 (T ) by the inverse mapping theorem,
yet f *  L p(T ) because f  L p(T ) [1, p. 380].
APPENDIX A: FUNCTION SPACES NEAR L1
In order to examine the degree to which the condition L8=48 is stronger
than Boyd’s upper condition : 8=1 we introduce the following scale in
which each condition corresponds to a different notion of nearness to L1:
(A) L8=48 .
(B) _K< : limx   (9(x)9(Kx))=0.
(C) :
 8
=1.
(D) L8Lp \p>1.
(E) : 8=1.
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As we shall see, each of these conditions is slightly stronger than its suc-
cessor (where as usual we assume throughout that the underlying measure
space is finite and nonatomic). Condition (B) is seen to be equivalent to
the boundedness of g9 upon changing variables; hence the implications
(A) O (B) O (C) were dealt with in the proof of Proposition 2.2. It is
straightforward to deduce from the formulae (2.1) that
:
 8
sup[1p : L8L p]inf[1p : L8L p]: 8 ; (6.1)
hence (C) O (D) O (E). The Young’s function 8 formed by joining the
origin and the sequence of points (n !, en!)n # N with linear sections satisfies
(a) 8(x)ex \x1,
(b) 8(2 } n !)8(n !)   as n  , and
(c) 8(n !)8(n !K)  K as n   \K>1;
hence L8eL, : 8
=0, and : 8=1. Thus the space L8 provides an example
of (E) but not (D) whilst its associate provides an example of (D) but not
(C). Such Young’s functions, which possess different upper and lower
behaviour, are not natural and we may disregard the difference between
(E) and (C) accordingly. To each Young’s function 8 we associate an
auxiliary function k8 which is defined for sufficiently large values of x
by the relation 8(x)=xk8 (x). This function provides useful information
concerning the location of L8 within the scale of the L p spaces: simple
calculations show that sup[1p : L8L p]=(lim supx   k8(x))&1 whilst
inf [1p : L8L p]=(lim infx   k8(x))&1; hence (D) is equivalent to the
condition that k9 (x)   as x  . Although the condition k9   does
not imply (C), in general, we actually have (B), provided that k9 does not
tend to infinity in a pathological oscillatory fashion as in the above exam-
ple. If there exists a K>1 such that k9 (Kx)k9 (x) for all sufficiently
large x then 9(Kx)9(x)Kk9 (Kx) and, consequently, (D) implies (B) in
this instance. It is difficult to construct an example of a space satisfying (C)
but not (B). If we define h to be the function
h(x) :={0,(2 log(xn !))x,
0x<1
n!x<(n+1)!, n # N
then some calculations show that the space generated by the Young’s func-
tion complementary to 9(x) :=x0 exp(
t
0 h(s) ds) dt provides an example.
It becomes clear that the most significant difference between the condi-
tions of Boyd and Lorentz is the difference between conditions (A) and (B).
The Boyd indices are no longer sufficiently sensitive to distinguish spaces
in this area. Since each of these two conditions is characterised in terms of
the behaviour of the complementary Young’s function it will make matters
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more straightforward in what follows if we work backwards from the
corresponding associated spaces. Consider the examples of the following
Young’s functions 9(x)
x p, p<; elog x log(n) x, n3; e log x(log(2) x)p, p<1;
e(log x log(2) xlog(n) x), n3; e$ log x log(2) x, $>0; e(log x)p,
p>1; ex:, 0<:<; exp(2) x, ..., exp(n) x, ..., higher forms, ...,
where log(n) x=log log } } } log x and exp(n) x=exp exp } } } exp x (n times).
Note that only the values of these functions for large x are relevant. (In
each case values could be found for small x which would extend the par-
ticular example to become a Young’s function because the inequality
9$(x)9(x)x is satisfied.) As the growth rate increases, the correspond-
ing associate spaces move progressively nearer to L1, passing through the
Zygmund spaces. For each example other than x p it follows immediately
from a consideration of the function k9 that the condition (B) is satisfied.
Regarding this list, the Young’s function 8$ that is associated to
9$(x) :=e$ log x log
(2) x represents the cutoff point for the truth of (A): If we
make only the mild assumption that the function k9 satisfies the regularity
condition that was seen to cause (D) and (B) to become equivalent then
the inclusion L8L8$ implies that the space L8 satisfies (A). To see this
we estimate 9(K$x)9(x) from below in the same manner as before (where
K$ is a constant, possibly larger than K) and apply (2.7)$. Thus all the
natural examples of Orlicz spaces L8 for which 9 rises faster than some
9$ satisfy Lorentz’s condition. Finally, the following proposition can be
applied in order to demonstrate that Young’s functions which are associate
to those preceding 9$ in such a listing do not satisfy (A).
Proposition 6.1. Let 8 and 9 be a pair of complementary Young’s
functions and suppose that k9 (x)= f (log x) for sufficiently large x, where
the function f is differentiable. If f (x)=o(log x) and xf $(x) is bounded above
then 48 % L8 .
Proof. If K>1 and x is sufficiently large then
9(Kx)
9(x)
=elog K f (log (Kx))e log x( f (log Kx)& f (log x)).
By applying the mean value theorem we deduce that log x( f (log Kx)&
f (log x)) is bounded above. If x is sufficiently large (log K) f (log Kx)
log log Kx; hence 9(Kx)(9(x) log x) is also bounded above and the
proposition follows by applying (2.7)$ . K
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APPENDIX B: THE INTRODUCTION OF
GENERALISED SECTORS
It is quite straightforward to demonstrate that the sectors used to for-
mulate the dual of H8 must be of the generalised kind that we have intro-
duced here. In the following construction we simply position masses on the
boundary in the correct fashion.
Proposition 6.2. Let 8 # 22, L8 % L1, and p>1. Then there exists
f # L1(T ) such that I | f | d*C80(*(I )) for all intervals IT with
f  L p(T ).
Proof. Choose 1<r<min(2, p, 1: 9)we shall construct an
appropriate function f lying outside of Lr(T). There exist x1, C1< such
that 9(x)xr \xx1 and tC180(t) \t # [0, 1]. Let K=21(r&1) and
choose n0 such that K n0x1 . For each nn0 let an=K n, Nn=w9(an)arnx,
tn=19(an), and let xn=1Nnar&1n so that we have Nnxn=12
n, antnxn ,
and arn Nntn
1
2. Let %n=2?(1&2
&(n&1)) and In=[%n , %n+1]. For each
nn0 let :n, j=%n+2?( j&1) xn , 1 jNn+1, and ;n, j=:n, j+2?tn ,
In, j=[:n, j , ;n, j] for 1jNn .
Let f=nn0 
Nn
j=1 an/In, j . Then T f d*=nn0 an Nntnnn0 12
n
and T f
r d*=nn0 a
r
nNn tn=. If I[:n, j , :n, j+1] then I f d*=
9&1(1*(In, j)) *(I & In, j)80(*(I )) whilst if I=[:n, j , :n, k] then I f d*
(k&j) antn*(I )C180(*(I )) and, consequently, the assertion holds for
all intervals I which are contained by some In . Finally, if I is the union of
a collection [Ij ]j # J then I f d*j # J, jn0 12
j*(I ) and the proposition
follows. K
We are principally concerned with the case in which 8 is of class (4);
taking d+=f d* yields an example of a measure for which (4.1) is satisfied
for all sectors I yet with balayage (S+=f ) that clearly does not belong to
the dual of H 8 in our case. To see directly that + does not satisfy (4.1) for
the generalised sectors E , simply choose En=Nnj=1 In, j .
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